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Play to earn (P2E) crypto games have become very popular in the past few years due to a number of
reasons. People love playing online games and knowing that you can make money playing them is
very appealing to most people. While learning how to play one of these games can be challenging, it
is worth the effort. You will see that most of them are very fun for players and can be well worth the
payout. Players can be rewarded with cash or non-fungible tokens or exchange tokens with each
other. In addition, some games allow players to create their own NFTs and enhance the games they
play. This article will introduce some of the best play to earn games for 2022.

 

Best Play to Earn Games 2022
The best play to earn games are those that meet all your needs and demands. For most of them,
playing is not just about having fun. They require players to be creative, to focus on tasks, or to be
ready to create new models and avatars. If you begin playing one of these games, you may be
impressed by the simplicity and reality of the game and the many options it offers.

 

Below listed some of the best play to earn crypto games that has gain increasing popularity among
investors:

 

1.Tamadoge

2.Battle Infinity

3.Lucky Block

4.Gala Games

5.Decentraland

6.Sandbox
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Tamadoge – Best Play to Earn Games 2022
Tamadoge (TAMA), one of the most exciting and hottest new meme coin, has swept the
industry since its presale launched on July 2. In the short time the play-to-earn crypto
project has attracted extremely high buying volume, hitting the $7 million milestone currently.

 

Centers on 3D-animated Tamadoge pets, Tamadoge is a new play-to-earn crypto game in which
players can mint virtual NFT Tamadoge pets, battle them against one another, and earn TAMA
rewards through the game. Every Tamadoge pet is tokenized in the form of an NFT for easy buying
and selling. The Tamadoge game has an exciting economy thanks to the native TAMA crypto token.
Players pay TAMA to purchase NFT pets and they can win TAMA when they climb the game’s
leaderboard by winning battles. In addition, players can use TAMA to upgrades and accessories as
the Tamadoge marketplace.

 

Above all, TAMA is a deflationary token, meaning that the supply diminishes over time. 5% of every
TAMA transaction in the game’s marketplace is burned. So, as more players join Tamadoge, the
value of this coin is expected to rise.

 

Another nice thing about TAMA is that there is no tax on the coin. Players won’t pay fees to buy or
sell TAMA, making it easier for anyone to join the Tamadoge ecosystem.

 

To put it simply, Tamadoge (TAMA) coin is a deflationary meme coin with utility, the first of its kind.
The crypto game distinguishes itself from many other play-to-earn projects by taking a utility-centric
approach and offering strong token economics.

 

You can check out our detailed guide on how and where to buy Tamadoge Coin.

 

Read more on Tamadoge Crypto Price Prediction 2022-2023-2025.
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Battle Infinity
An amazing Indian developed crypto game – look at the success of other Indian crypto projects,
especially polygon (MATIC), and you’ll see what we’re talking about. It is a new gaming platform
created for multiple players to earn crypto when playing. The game combines NFTs, DeFi, and
gaming, creating a special ecosystem that suits everyone. In addition to an integrated Metaverse
world, the game also creates IBAT Battle Arena. One of the reasons we see Battle Infinity as the next
Axie Infinity to explode is that it enables users to completely experience the immersive world of
Metaverse. The players will be able to play with each other but also perform and watch matches
under the virtual space of the game. All above should be a great model for investors who can find
great opportunities there.

 

In terms of the basic model, the game is a battling game with IBAT Premier League as the front and
center. If you play this game, you can get all benefits from a decentralized and transparent process
by playing with other gamers using the special built-in market. You can find fully kyc’d on coinsniper
(https://coinsniper.net/coin/36292 coinsniper verified), making it anti rug pull. If you get bored
with playing the game constantly, you can relax in a special NFT marketplace where players and
artists can sell their digital artwork. It could be used as an avatar in the game. You can also buy
photos of the virtual landscape and earn passive income by advertising. Become a member of the
Telegram group to know the latest updates on the project development. Battle Infinity (IBAT) token
is now trading on Pancakeswap exchange, and since the listing its price has rocketed from $0.002 to
$0.008, with $1.5m of BNB in liquidity that has been locked on Unicrypt. Battle Infinity is also going
to list on centralize exchange LBank on Friday 26th at 12pm UTC. You can buy IBAT on these
exchanges with simple steps.
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Lucky Block 
Lucky Block is also one of the most popular play to earn crypto games that combines classic lottery
with the NFT world game system. It means that the game gathers a long list of players and
generations who are willing to try something new wrapped in familiar concepts. The game is a
lottery system built on the blockchain protocol, featuring special ecosystem with fair and
transparent P2E game models. Therefore, players should not worry about fairness and transparency
when gaming. The system is designed to provide security and control over the entire
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gaming process. Nobody can manipulate or predefine the game internally or externally. Since the
game is globalized, you can play with people from all over the world.

 

Lucky Block (LBLOCK) price jumped from $0.00015 to $0.005 in January when it was launched. The
increase of more than 3,200% in that short period of time shows great possibilities of the game and
great success. It is also still a new model, which means that the price is above the limits, allowing
buying bargains.

 

Check our Lucky Block Crypto Price Prediction 2022,2023,2025,2030.

 

Gala Games
As a blockchain-powered platform, Gala Games is a place that offers a variety of crypto game
categories. It is more than play-to-earn crypto games; it is a platform where you can reward, buy,
and sell tokens, being a part of a special ecosystem created by owners. Its native token, GALA, could
be traded on the NFT marketplace and sold and collected by a variety of cryptocurrencies at a
fixed price. Every in-game item and inherit status collected by players will be assets verified on the
blockchain, even if the player is suspended. The owners have planned to integrate Gala Games into
other crypto games in the future, in that case you can transfer NFT from games to games.

 

In 2022, Gala Games fans will be able to play three new games, that is: Last Expedition, Legacy,
and Empires.

 

Related: Gala Games Coin Price Prediction 2022 – 2025 – 2030
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Decentraland
Decentraland is more of a virtual reality platform than a classic play to earn crypto game, but it’s
worth considering when listing the best play to earn crypto games currently available. Players can
buy land and create everything he wants on it, including cities, buildings, and even stores. The store
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is an online store where he can sell tokens and pay other users to keep their land safe while offline.
An Ethereum wallet will be needed for you to purchase a store on the MANA cryptocurrency
platform. Decentraland is very popular and competitive in the Metaverse space, and the value of a
MANA coin is about $0.93.

 

Sandbox
Sandbox is a blockchain-based game that allows users to build, craft and survive in its special blocky
Metaverse. The game coin is SAND, which players can use to build houses or castles to go on
customers and earn more tokens. Like many other P2E games, it combines creativity, strategy and
survival skills. Players are encouraged to engage with the platform, buy and sell NFT and have fun.
Each time they build a new object, they reach higher levels.

 

It is expected that 42% of SAND is in circulation, valued at approximately $1.18.
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Best Play to Earn Games 2022: Conclusion
Play to earn games offer a combination of fun and all the benefits of holding cryptos. Each of them is
easy to play, but it takes learning and practicing to become a better player. The games allow earning
tokens, winning rewards, and trading tokens with other currencies among players. However, the
best game is one that fits you perfectly. The main features are easy to access, the simple but creative
nature of the game, and the value of the tokens. With all of this in mind, you can list the best play to
earn crypto games of yourself.
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